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Remember to think BIG. Think long-term. At every point in a campaign, everything 
must look both back to its foundation (brand positioning) but also forward in order to 
evolve within the consistency of a brand. 

Social media is too important to overlook in any marketing strategy, especially for an 
ongoing brand presence and to have constant knowledge of its reputation within  
specific “communities”. 

Follow the steps on the Social Media Plan form. They are introduced and described 
below, but the form has specific directions. Answer all questions regarding research and 
record all images of profiles and posts online. Keep all of these to hand in for credit, as 
well as including all of the process within the brand book.

AUDIT:
Research what is already out there in social media with your brand name (could be your 
actual name). If somebody is using a name that is similar, please see Prof. Nikki. 

SOCIAL MEDIA PLATFORMS:
REQUIRED: Twitter, LinkedIn, Instagram

OPTIONAL: Facebook, Pinterest; blogging (Blogger,Tumblr) site if 
you’re a strong writer. Behance is required for Portfolio class (FYI) and 
isn’t the same interaction on social media as the required sites. 
OTHERS: Talk to Prof. Nikki with ideas. (Note: Snapchat is not allowed 
unless you have a really impressive argument.)

You will create a new profile on each of these that has nothing to do with 
previously existing personal sites. If you already are conducting business 
on these sites, please speak with Prof. Nikki. 
 
The goal for you in this case is to create awareness of you/your work/your 
brand. This means becoming a source of information and conversation 
that will build and/or complement an existing community. Think 
SOURCE instead trying to get things from others. Also forget about 
random personal comments that have little to do with your professional 
life. You want people to follow you. From this, you also hope to find 
work, whether that be freelance gigs or job openings at shops, etc. 

Follow steps, including mission statements for each. Understand what 
the medium is for and how others similar to you are using it. Then decide 
what you want to do with it to market yourself. 
(Image from http://i1.wp.com/www.jeffhester.net/wp-content/uploads/2013/03/social-media-explained.png?resize=474%2C685)

PROFILE(S) and VOICE:
See steps. Be sure your profiles are consistent in their visuals and bios. See guidelines 
for writing bios. Remember that though it’s your achievements, the point is what you can 
do for “them” (readers). Be sure your tone is consistent with your initial brand strategy. 
Remember that you are “yourself” - you as your professional, career self. Be the adult 
version of you. Be the employed version of you. But also be the human, approachable, 
colorful version of you. 
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Also cross-reference platforms. At a minimum, place a link to your website. Once all of 
your social media is set up, create links on as much as you can. At its conclusion, everything 
should connect to everything else and then continue to grow and stay alive. Be sure you 
finish this step before you go on to the next.

SOCIAL MEDIA CONTENT CALENDAR:
See steps provided and do them in order.
• First consider only content and setting up a framework within which to work:  

Daily, Weekly, Monthly.
• Then consider how a week would look for content and how this relates to the social 

media platform you would use to post this. Think general topics (see examples).
• For extra credit, bring this week out to a month view. Most of it will be repeated with a 

few special monthly only posts.
• Finally, put this into action with Hootsuite’s Free dashboard to help you schedule your 

posts for (at least) one week in the three required social media platforms. 

Extra Credit: INTERACTION PLAN
Though you are being yourself instead of a sterile corporate “thing”, you must still be 
professional. Therefore, have a plan of action when people engage with your posts. 
Create an Interaction Plan imitating something similar to the Crisis Response Flowchart.

More Extra Credit: 
There is extra credit available for Creating Content (see Form). Also consider the following to 
grow your presence: Identity Influencer Networks, Brand Outposts, Reputation Management, 
Conversation and Engagement Activity, Social Media Community.

Wed, Nov 2nd: Lecture: Social Media Overview. Between these days, watch/read all 
assigned posts (links on class Facebook page.) Fri, Nov 4th: Lecture: Social Media Plan. 

Information from your audit. Type a small paragraph explaining your research results.  
Check your spelling and grammar before you hand it in to me or I will give you an F. 
Typed page DUE Wed, Nov 9th, 3pm

Typed sheet of the information for each of the 3 (minimum) social media platforms. 
Screen shots of completed profiles. This typed page with images DUE Wed, Nov 16th, 3pm
Typed information for Step 1 of Social Media Content Calendar (content for Daily, Weekly, 
Monthly). Design it so you have less to do for your Brand Book!
Printed page DUE Wed, Nov 16th, 3pm 

Steps 2 and 3 of Social Media Content Calendar in a week calendar format. 
Printed page and Screen Shot PNG to post on FB page DUE Fri, Nov 18th, 3pm

Begin next step now or over break!  You must have a FULL WEEK OF POSTING  
by the time this is due on Nov 28th!

Step 4 of Social Media Content Calendar. 
Printed Screen Shot PNG of dashboard. Show Prof. Nikki (can be in process so that full week 
is done for Brand Book). DUE Mon, Nov 28th, 3pm

Any extra credit: Show to me some time before you put it in your Brand Book. Print it out so 
that I can make comments and return to you.

All of this will be due in your Brand Book on Mon, Dec 5th, 3pm. Be sure to explain this 
in a way that makes sense to the reader of your Brand Book. Remember who your audience 
is and how social media continues to convey your brand. 
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You will be graded on the following: 
• Directions were followed accurately with absolutely no errors. 
 > This includes all required steps of the process.
 > ALL deadlines met.
• Verbal and/or visual communication skills displayed in order to persuade in an intelligent and  
   compelling manner in bio and posts.
• No misspellings or grammatical errors.
• Materials support brand positioning statement.
• Social Media Calendar has AT LEAST the minimum number of posts.
• Ambition - How much did you challenge yourself? Did you plan your time well? 
• Cleanliness and Presentation.
• Extra credit for any of the following:
 > More than the 3 required social media platforms carried at least all the way through  
      until the free dashboard (only allows 3).
 > Monthly Social Media Content Calendar
 > Interaction Plan completed.
 > Creating Content (YouTube channel, blogging platform, etc.)
 > Any further research completed.

DON’T FORGET ABOUT HOW THIS WILL BE DISPLAYED AND EXPLAINED IN 
YOUR BRAND BOOK. Don’t just place images.
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